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Abstract

In spite of numerous traditional and agile software
project management models proposed, process and project
modeling still remains an open issue. This paper proposes
a Bayesian Network (BN) approach for modeling software
project management antipatterns. This approach provides
a framework for project managers, who would like to model
the cause-effect relationships that underlie an antipattern,
taking into account the inherent uncertainty of a software
project. The approach is exemplified through a specific
BN model of an antipattern. The antipattern is modeled
using the empirical results of a controlled experiment on
Extreme Programming (XP) that investigated the impact of
developer personalities and temperaments on communica-
tion, collaboration-pair viability and effectiveness in pair
programming. The resulting BN model provides the pre-
cise mathematical model of a project management antipat-
tern and can be used to measure and handle uncertainty in
mathematical terms.

1. Introduction

Ineffective project management has been recognised as
a major factor contributing to software project failure [1].
Software project success or failure can be attributed to the
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incorrect handling of one or more project variables: people,
technology and process [2], [3]. There exist many uncer-
tainties in these variables and current software engineering
techniques are unable to eliminate them [4]. Managing this
uncertainty is very important because this would lower the
risk of the project being unsuccessful [2].

Project management antipatterns suggest commonly oc-
curring solutions [5] to problems regarding dysfunctional
behaviour of managers or pervasive management practices
that inhibit software project success [6]. These mechanisms
can manage all aspects of a software project more effec-
tively by bringing insight into the causes, symptoms, con-
sequences, and by providing successful repeatable solutions
[3]. Though it is widely accepted that uncertainty influences
software project management, antipatterns have not been
used to explicitly capture uncertainty in a project manage-
ment model. Based on project management models, tools
that can greatly assist managers in carrying out project man-
agement tasks can be developed [7]. Such tools can assist
in determining how realistic a schedule is, can identify the
need for additional resources, allow the analysis of various
alternative approaches and identify various mixes of staff
skills and experience levels [1]. Recent modern software
project management tools focus on relationships between
communication and project states [7]. Thus, even if project
managers have no management documents communication
logs can indicate automatically project states by the pro-
posed tool [7]. Particularly, in agile software development,
such tools are valuable for managers because developers
should complete their project in a short period without cre-
ating various documents for management. However, these
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tools do not address the issue of managing uncertainty. Un-
certainty has been taken into account by several authors,
who have used Bayesian Networks in software engineering
project management [4], [8], [9], [10], [11].

In this paper we suggest the use of Bayesian Networks
for modelling software project management antipatterns.
Bayesian Belief Networks provide a natural, logical and
probabilistic framework to depict project management an-
tipatterns. The benefit of modelling a project management
antipattern into a BN is to bring the full weight and power of
BN analysis to bear on the problem of managing uncertainty
in software projects. Furthermore three considerations jus-
tify the decision of modelling antipatterns with the BNs:

• The formalism of Bayesian Networks enables the de-
velopment of a precise mathematical model of an an-
tipattern. We believe that project management antipat-
terns are effective in dealing with uncertainty and BNs
enable us to measure and handle this uncertainty in
mathematical terms.

• The suggested model can be used by project managers
to illustrate the effects of uncertainty on a project man-
agement antipattern.

• The proposed antipattern BN model can be used by
project managers who have scarce statistical data of
present or past projects and who wish to supplement
the model using expert judgement.

In particular we define the Extreme Programming (XP)
”Shaken but not stirred” project management antipattern
and model it using a Bayesian network in order to study how
it can manage uncertainty in an XP project. Communication
is one of the four most important values of XP. However,
XP accepts the observation that communication problems
exist in projects [12]. In view of that, this paper presents a
BN model of an antipattern designed to evaluate the impact
of developer personalities and temperaments on communi-
cation and collaboration. We chose this issue to demon-
strate the power of antipatterns modelled through BNs in
this study. This paper is divided in 4 sections, which are or-
ganized as follows: section 2 describes the background, the
related work and the literature review used in our research.
Section 3 describes the Bayesian network model of the an-
tipattern, the antipattern itself and the interpretation of the
data. Finally in section 4 we summarize our findings and
draw our conclusions.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1 Background

It is crucial that a project manager is aware of the issues
associated with managing people, technology and the pro-

cess. Antipatterns are particularly useful in such cases, be-
cause they describe commonly occurring solutions to prob-
lems that generate negative consequences [5]. By listing
project management antipattern catalogues [3], [6], [15]
project managers can identify potential problems and pro-
vide a refactored solution in a practical and reusable man-
ner. An antipattern is a new form of pattern that has two
solutions. The first is a solution with negative consequences
and the other is a refactored solution, which describes how
to change the antipattern into a healthy solution [5]. Ac-
cording to Brown et al. [5], an antipattern can be the result
of a manager not having sufficient knowledge or experience
in solving a particular problem.

Antipattern catalogues, have covered several manage-
ment [3], personality and environmental antipatterns [6].
By documenting XP antipatterns [15], project coaches and
managers are able to solve a newly encountered problem
by applying a previously successful solution to a particular
problem. XP is arguably the best known and most popu-
lar agile development methodology and pair programming
is the most controversial aspect of XP [14]. According to
the pair programming practice, every line of code should be
created by a pair of developers sitting side by side. The aim
is to transfer skills and knowledge between the two devel-
opers. However, there exist underlying human factors that
need to be identified and understood in order to control, pre-
dict and understand the problems that arise from the limited
guidance that has been so far provided for specific occa-
sions. Therefore, an active community has been developed
around XP in order to address such issues using antipatterns
[15].

2.2 Related Work

Three XP antipatterns have been recently presented as an
experience report, in the hope that they can be shared in the
XP community [15]. It was concluded that the encountered
problems when introducing XP were caused by the people,
the team and the organization and not the technology itself.
Such occasions for example, can occur when the senior pro-
grammer individually modifies the code of a particular pair
of programmers because it does not meet the coding stan-
dards of the team [15]. This results in an unsatisfied pair of
developers with little motivation. Therefore the refactored
solutions to the proposed ”AntiPractices” suggest turning
the coach’s eyes to the subtleties of people. Antipatterns in
XP have not been adequately investigated. There has been
no investigation on the impact of uncertainty on an XP an-
tipattern. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge this is
the first attempt to use a graphical representation of a sta-
tistical model of an antipattern. We consider the impact of
heterogeneous developer personalities and temperaments as
an antipattern in order to study how this can manage uncer-
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tainty in XP.
The issue of finding the best mix of developer person-

alities has been widely researched [13], [16], [17], [18],
[19]. According to these findings, one of the main factors
that contribute to poor performance is software project team
composition [17]. Belbin [16] concluded that teams need a
balance of different types of people and proposed a self-
assessment questionnaire that can help to identify which
role a person is best suited. According to Stepanek [18],
many programmers enjoy programming alone because they
tend towards introversion. Williams [19] suggested that the
most beneficial form of pairing is with two programmers
of roughly the same ability and highlights the problem that
mixed abilities are unavoidable. Finally, empirical investi-
gation [13] has shown that heterogeneous developer person-
alities and temperaments affect pair effectiveness and espe-
cially communication, collaboration and pair viability.

Bayesian networks are used in situations that require sta-
tistical inference and have been widely used in project man-
agement to address causality and uncertainty [4], [8], [9],
[10], [11]. Khodakrami et al. [10] made the first attempt
to model project management using Bayesian Networks by
showing how a BN model can be generated from a project’s
critical path method (CPM) network. BNs have been suc-
cessfully used in order to support managerial decision mak-
ing [9]. This BN model is used in a decision-support tool
that allows a project manager to trade-off the resources used
against the outputs (i.e. quality achieved) in a software
project [9]. It has been suggested [8] that BNs are effec-
tive in representing software process models having as an
output the estimation of software effort. BNs are highly vi-
sual tools that are able to facilitate effective planning, con-
trol and operational management of the process [8]. The
use of BNs has also been proposed to support expert judg-
ment in software cost estimation and proved to be suitable
for modelling uncertainty, and produce reasonable and safe
estimates [11].

2.3. Uncertainty in XP

Uncertainty occurs in software engineering for various
reasons and stems from multiple sources. Ziv and Richard-
son [20] proposed that there can be uncertainties in human
participation, which is a key element of agile development.
This inherent uncertainty is closely related to the fundamen-
tal values of XP. The foundation of agile development is
based on the assumption that the business environment is
unstable. Therefore this kind of development is not based
on theory, but is derived from the experience of success-
ful project teams [18]. As a result agile development is not
overwhelmed by high change. The manifesto for agile soft-
ware development has established a set of four values [12].
The first value of the agile manifesto ”individuals and inter-

actions over processes and tools” outlines the importance of
human participation. The second value is ”working prod-
ucts over comprehensive documentation”. The third value
is ”customer collaboration over contract negotiation”. Fi-
nally the last value is ”responding to change over follow-
ing a plan”. The prime directive of agile development is to
”embrace change” [12]. The faster the pace of change, the
greater the uncertainty will be and hence the lower the prob-
ability that a software project will be successful. The closest
second directive for agile development is ”embrace commu-
nication and feedback” [12]. This directive is illustrated in
such practices as pair-programming, on-site customer and
daily meetings, which are human activities.

3 The Antipattern Bayesian Network Model

3.1. Bayesian Networks (BNs)

BNs are causal networks that consist of a set of variables
and a set of directed links between variables and provide
the means to structure a situation for reasoning under cer-
tainty [21]. Each variable has a finite set of mutually ex-
clusive states. Furthermore, to each variable A with influ-
encing variables (parents) B1,.., Bn, there is attached the
potential table Pr(A | B1,..,Bn). These directed network
graphs represent causal relations between different events.
The directions of the graph indicate the direction of the im-
pact. Causal networks can be used in order to follow how a
change of certainty in one variable may change the certainty
for other variables. Formally, the relation between the two
nodes is based on Bayes’ rule (1).

Pr(B|A) =
Pr(A|B) Pr(B)

Pr(A)
(1)

It is important to understand the d-separation properties
of a BN because the proposed antipattern BN model has to
correspond with an accurate perception of the world. These
properties are reflected in the proposed BN model of the an-
tipattern (See Fig. 4). A, B and C are examples of variables
that have a number of states. In a causal network a variable
represents a set of possible states of affairs. If variables A
and B are d-separated, then changes in the certainty of A
have no impact on the certainty of B. If variables A and B
are not d-separated, they are referred to as d-connected.

In a serial connection (Fig. 1) variable A has an influence
on B, which in turn has an influence on C. Evidence on A
will influence the certainty of B, which then influences the
certainty of C. Similarly, evidence on C will influence the
certainty of A through B. On the other hand, if the state of
B is known, then the channel is blocked resulting to A and
C becoming independent. A and C are d-separated given B,
and when the state of a variable is known, we say it is instan-
tiated. It can be concluded that evidence may be transmitted
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through a serial connection unless the state of the variable
in the connection is known [21].

A B C

Figure 1. Serial variable connection

In a diverging connection (Fig. 2), influence can pass
between all the influenced variables (children) of A unless
the state of A is known [21]. Therefore B, C and E are d-
separated given A.

A

B C E

Figure 2. Diverging variable connection

The converging connection (Fig. 3) requires a little more
care. If nothing is known about A except what may be
inferred from knowledge of its influencing variables (par-
ents) B, C and E, then the parents are independent. This
means that evidence on one of them has no influence on
the certainty of the others. If A changes certainty, it al-
lows communication between its parents. The conclusion is
that evidence may only be transmitted through a converging
connection if either the variable in the connection or one
of its descendants has received evidence [21]. These three
cases cover all ways in which evidence may be transmitted
through a variable.

A

B C E

Figure 3. Converging variable connection

Ziv and Richardson have identified that BNs can be used
for modeling uncertainty in software engineering because
the graphical structure of BNs is consistent with that of soft-
ware systems [20]. Furthermore, BNs are able to reflect dy-
namic changes in a software system by means of Bayesian
belief updating, which can be carried out automatically by
software tools [24]. To use Bayesian networks, one must
first specify prior belief values for network variables. Ide-
ally, prior belief values are determined by collecting empir-
ical, statistical data [20]. However, Bayesian belief values
can also be elicited from a domain expert who subjectively
assesses them. Subsequent changes to belief values in the
network are caused by new evidence, through Bayesian up-
dating. There are numerous commercial tools that enable
users to build BN models and run the program calculations.

For the purposes of the BN models, i.e. for their graphi-
cal representations and various probability calculations, we
used the Belief Network Powersoft Data Preprocessor [23],
Belief Network Powersoft BN Power-Constructor [22] and
Genie 2.0 [24] software tools.

3.2. Antipattern Definition

According to Brown [5] an antipattern is a literary form
that describes a commonly occurring solution to a prob-
lem that generates decidedly negative consequences. Brown
et al. [5], [3] was the first to provide the structure of an
antipattern. Following the informal presentation style of
project management antipatterns ([3], [6], [15]), Laplante’s
[6] template (see Table 1) will be used to identify the dys-
function and remedies for all those involved.

• Name: ”Shaken but not stirred”.

• Central Concept: A rush to use pair programming
without ensuring that the developer pairs have mixed
developer personalities and temperaments. Generally,
any project manager or coach who does not use per-
sonality and temperament inventories.

• Dysfunction: This antipattern is attributable to a sin-
gle individual. The project manager or the coach, who
does not arrange the pairs according to mixed person-
alities, but usually only care in having experienced
programmers mixed with inexperienced ones.

• Explanation: We use the term ”Shaken but not
stirred” because it reflects the fact that the develop-
ers are only ”shaken” in pairs according to their skills
but are not ”stirred” according to their personality and
temperament. The main causes are the lack of experi-
ence and knowledge of the project manager on mixing
developer personalities. This clearly has a negative ef-
fect on knowledge and skill sharing hence affecting the
development time, communication, collaboration, de-
sign correctness and the quality of the software.

• Band-Aid: There is no band aid for this antipattern.
No short term coping strategy can be applied to deal
with this problem. Rearranging the pairs again with-
out using personality tests will only make the situation
more dysfunctional.

• Self-Repair: Project managers should mix the devel-
oper pairs accordingly as soon as possible. Therefore
they have to quickly identify symptoms such as poor
communication and collaboration of the pairs and pay
attention to the possible complaints of the developers.

• Refactoring: Personality and temperament sorter tests
such as the Keirsey Temperament Sorter test must be
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Table 1. Antipattern structure.
Name A short name that conveys the antipattern’s meaning.
Central Concept The short synopsis of the antipattern in order to make the antipattern identifiable.
Dysfunction The problems with the current practice.
Explanation The expanded explanation including causes and consequences.
Band-Aid A short term coping strategy for those who don’t have the influence nor time to refactor it.
Self-Repair The first step for someone perpetuating the antipattern.
Refactoring The required changes in order to remedy the situation and their rationale.
Identification An assessment instrument consisting of a list of questions for diagnosis of the antipattern.

used in order to identify and interpret developers’ per-
sonalities and temperaments. Pairs should be rear-
ranged immediately according to their personality and
temperament in order to improve software quality by
improving pair communication, collaboration and pair
effectiveness.

• Identification: The following questions should be an-
swered with a ”Yes” or ”No”. Does the XP team con-
sistently deliver low quality software? Is there evi-
dence of lack of shared knowledge of the project de-
sign? Have the developers reported any communica-
tion / collaboration problems to the project coach? Do
the developers insist on working individually? If you
responded ”Yes” to one or more of these statements,
your organization is probably suffering from ”Shaken
but not stirred”.

3.3. Building the Antipattern BN Model

As already mentioned, BNs can be constructed using em-
pirical data and/or expert judgment. For the purposes of the
antipattern BN model, the empirical data of a controlled ex-
periment [13] has been used in order to specify prior belief
values for network variables. Bayesian belief values could
have been elicited from a domain expert, who would subjec-
tively assess them. However, this approach was not used as
there was sufficient empirical data for our study. The partic-
ipants in those experiments were eighty four undergraduate
students from the 4th semester of the SE course separated
randomly into two groups of pairs according to their person-
ality [25] and temperament inventories. The Keirsey Tem-
perament Sorter test [6] was used to identify and interpret
students’ temperaments in the data set that was used in the
antipattern BN model (see Fig 4). The objective in both ex-
periments was to design, code and test in Java two tasks of
a well known object-oriented application.

The data from the two experiments were grouped in one
single data set containing the eight identified fields (vari-
ables) required for our model (see Table 2). The process that
was followed then involves: a) pre-processing of the train-
ing data by specifying which fields need to be discretized b)

construction of the Bayesian Network using the Belief Net-
work Powersoft BN PowerConstructor software tool [22] c)
Bayesian update in order to explore the effect of the antipat-
tern on resolving uncertainty.

Data pre-processing involved discretization of continu-
ous fields into a finite number of intervals (see Table 2) us-
ing the default equal width binning method of the Belief
Network Powersoft Data Preprocessor [23] software tool.
The discretized fields were selected to be included in the
BN. The Belief Network Powersoft BN PowerConstructor
[22] tool was then used in order to provide our domain
knowledge and construct the Bayesian Network. The BN
model (see Fig.4) resulted from a three-phase belief net-
work construction algorithm [22]. The discretized fields
were selected to be included in the BN. Domain knowledge
was provided on root and leaf fields. Root fields are fields
that do not have any parent and leaf fields are fields that do
not have any child. The default threshold was used in order
to detect only strong relations between variables. Domain
knowledge was also provided on the ordering of fields (vari-
ables) in order to indicate that a field is an indirect cause
of another field. This procedure speeded up the construc-
tion process and defined the directed cause-effect relations
between the variables. The results of the model were im-
proved by providing domain knowledge compared with a
model that contained no domain knowledge at all. How-
ever, even without providing any domain knowledge, Pow-
erConstructor [22] managed to detect correct non-directed
cause-effect relations. Genie 2.0 [24] was then used for fur-
ther processing (see Fig. 4) in order to set evidence to data
(see Table 3) and produce meaningful results. By updating
the belief values every time evidence was set, the model was
tested to verify its correctness. This technique allowed us to
set evidence (Set Evidence =Yes) in the Mixed Personality
and Mixed Temperament variables in order to illustrate the
impact of uncertainty on an XP antipattern (see Table 3).

3.4. Data Analysis and Interpretation

The resulting BN model contains 8 variables and eight
connecting links including 3 diverging connections, 2 se-
rial connections and a converging connection (Fig. 4). The
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Variable name State name
Mixed Personality: An indicator of heterogeneous NO: Non-mixed developer personalities
developer personality. YES: Mixed developer personalities
Mixed Temperament: An indicator of heterogeneous NO: Non-mixed developer temperaments
developer temperament according to Keirsey’s descriptive groupings[6]. YES: Mixed developer temperaments
Personality Type: 16 Personality types according ENFJ, ENFP, ENTJ, ENTP, ESFJ,
to the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator questionnaire [25]. ESFP, ESTJ, ESTP, INFJ, INFP,

INTJ, INTP, ISFJ, ISFP, ISTJ, ISTP
Development Time: The total development time that < 75: Reduced development time
took the pair to complete the 2 tasks (measured in minutes). 75 - 105: Medium range development time

> 105: Increased development time
Total Communication Transactions: The total number of <39: Reduced communication
transactions in requirements gathering, specification and design 39 - 66: Medium range communication
changes, coding, unit testing, code and design reviews. >66: Increased communication
Collaboration: The collaboration grade with the <2.33: Reduced collaboration
partner developer (measured in points). 2.33-3.66: Medium range collaboration

>3.66: Increased collaboration
Design Correctness: Measured in points obtained by <4.33: Reduced design correctness
each pair for both assignments. The points were measured on a 4.33-6.66: Medium range design correctness
ratio scale based on checklists to ensure objective assessment >6.66: High design correcntess
of the participants’results.
Quality: The quality of code variable used the <83.33: Low quality
the acceptance tests scores of both tasks as an 83.33-136.66: Medium range quality
indicator. >136.66: High quality

Table 2. Variable and state description for the BN model

Bayesian network model was then validated in order to en-
sure that the 3 diverging connections of the mixed person-
ality, mixed temperament and design correctness variables
correspond with our perception of the proposed antipattern.
As already mentioned, according to this d-separation prop-
erty, setting evidence to one of those three parent variables
blocks the communication of the corresponding children
variables. For example, setting evidence to the design cor-
rectness variable, blocks the communication of the collabo-
ration variable and the quality variable. As a result, setting
evidence to the collaboration variable, does not affect the
quality variable.

Furthermore, the proposed BN model includes two serial
connections between the variables Personality type, Design
Correctness, Collaboration and Mixed personality, Mixed
temperament, Total Communication transactions. These
variables are d-separated by setting evidence to the vari-
able in the connection (middle variable). As a result, set-
ting evidence to the Mixed temperament variable blocks the
connection between the two other variables and setting ev-
idence to one variable, does not change the belief values of
the other variable. Finally, there is a very interesting con-
verging connection that links the variables Personality type,
Mixed personality, Mixed temperament with the variable
Design Correctness as a child. This indicates that knowl-
edge about the personality type of one developer does not
provide any information on whether the pair has mixed tem-

Figure 4. Antipattern BN model.

perament or personality. However, if we set evidence to
the consequence, which is the Design Correctness variable,
then the parent variables become d-connected and as such,
can communicate.

After ensuring that the model represents the antipattern
”Shaken but not stirred” and that its properties reflect the
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Raw Data values Antipattern values
Mixed Personality: N 22% N 0%

Y 78% Y 100%
Mixed Temperament: N 47% N 0%

Y 53% Y 100%
Development time: x<75 7% x<75 7%

x 75−105 57% x 75−105 65%
x>105 35% x>105 28%

Design Correctness:
x<4.33 36% x<4.33 24%

x 4.33−6.66 36% x 4.33−6.66 41%
x>6.66 28% x>6.66 35%

Total Communication
Transactions:

x<39 42% x<39 14%
x 39−66 49% x 39−66 72%

x>66 9% x>66 14%
Collaboration: x<2.33 24% x<2.33 20%

x 2.33−3.66 21% x 2.33−3.66 20%
x>3.66 55% x>3.66 60%

Quality: x<83.33 22% x<83.33 17%
x 83.33−136.66 30% x 83.33−136.66 27%

x>136.66 48% x>136.66 56%

Table 3. Comparison of BN variables

results of the controlled experiment [13], it was attempted
to illustrate the effects of the antipattern on resolving un-
certainty. By comparing the raw data BN model that con-
tains no set evidence with the utilized antipattern BN model
(Table. 3), which contains the update beliefs for the set ev-
idence (Mixed Personality = Yes, Mixed Temperament =
Yes) very interesting observations were made on how the
certainty of the BN variables was affected by the proposed
antipattern. The certainty of shortening the longest develop-
ment by using the proposed antipattern was improved sig-
nificantly. The probability of developing the two tasks in
the upper interval of more than 105 minutes has decreased
by 7%, increasing the probability of achieving a lower de-
velopment time in the medium range interval (75 and 105
minutes) significantly (8%). The proposed antipattern also
had a strong effect on the certainty of improving design cor-
rectness, which can explain the effects of the antipattern on
the collaboration and software quality. This was indicated
by decreasing the probability of low range (<4.33) values
by 12% and increasing the medium range (4.33-6.66) and
high range (>6.66) values by 10%. Furthermore, a sig-
nificant increase of the certainty in achieving an increased
number of total communication transactions was illustrated
by using the proposed antipattern. The probability of in-
creasing the medium range (39 - 66) and high range (>66)
values of the total communication transactions in the two

tasks has increased by 28%, while the probability of hav-
ing a reduced number of total communication transactions
(<39) has decreased by 28%. The results also indicated the
positive effect of the proposed antipattern on the certainty
of improving collaboration. The probability of having of a
low range (<2.33) value of collaboration has decreased by
4%. Additionally the probability of achieving a high range
(>3.66) value has increased by 5%. Furthermore, the prob-
ability of a medium range (2.33-3.66) value has decreased
by 1%, which is not a significant finding compared with the
findings concerning the higher and lower range interval val-
ues. Finally, the probability of the Quality variable was the
most interesting one to observe. The probability of having
of a low range (<83.33) value on the two acceptance tests
has decreased by 5%. The probability of a medium range
(83.33-136.66) value has decreased by 3%, which is not a
very significant finding. Most importantly, the probability
of achieving a high range (>136.66) percentage on both ac-
ceptance tests has increased by 8%. These results clearly
indicate the positive effect of the proposed antipattern on
the certainty of achieving a higher percentage on both ac-
ceptance tests. This illustrates the statistical improvement
of the software quality variable using the proposed antipat-
tern.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a Bayesian network approach
for modelling software project management antipatterns.
Considering the heterogeneous developer personalities and
temperaments as an antipattern, our model explicitly cap-
tured project management uncertainty. Bayesian modelling
was particularly useful and well suited to the domain of an-
tipatterns because it provided a solid graphical representa-
tion of the probabilistic relationships among the set of vari-
ables. This formalism served as the underlying reasoning
engine to support project management antipatterns and de-
velop a precise mathematical model that can be used by
project managers to illustrate the effects of uncertainty on a
project management antipattern. The proposed antipattern
BN model can be used in situations where there is scarce
statistical data. As a result project managers can use their
expert judgment to model an antipattern.

The applied antipattern BN model (Table 3) has illus-
trated better communication and collaboration, reduced de-
velopment time, increased design correctness and eventu-
ally a significant improvement in software quality. This
finding can help project managers to improve the effective-
ness of pair developers by identifying and matching the de-
velopers’ personality and temperament types to their poten-
tial roles and tasks, effectively exploiting their differences
in pair formations and rotations.

It is therefore suggested that a richer set of data from em-
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pirical investigations would be more helpful in representing
project management antipatterns. Besides that, an advanced
graphical tool support will be very necessary for the analy-
sis of complex Bayesian Networks. Finally, the use of BN
modeled antipatterns in the absence of statistical data must
also be investigated.
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